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 Abatement Technologies Expands Operations in 2022 and 

Beyond 

Now in it’s 36th year of operations, Abatement Technologies highlights its growth in 2022 alongside 

future successes  
  

FORT ERIE, Ontario – January 5, 2022 – Abatement Technologies, a manufacturer of specialized 

construction containment products designed to help protect those in and around construction in 

occupied spaces, highlights its strategic business objectives for 2022 and beyond. With a new branch 

location, an acquisition, two new product launches, and two significant customer success stories, 

Abatement Technologies has successfully proven its mission of being the “leaders in clean air.”  

 

In April 2022, Abatement Technologies introduced the AIRE GUARDIAN® AG5000, the third addition to 

its AIRE GUARDIAN® series of mobile dust cart products that contains and filters any disturbed dust or 

harmful particles through a HEPA filtration unit, to the North American Market. Used in healthcare 

construction, abatement, and remediation, the AG5000 brought the industry the first collapsable hard-

sided cart that is designed for easy transport and storage. 

As Andrew Harber, CEO, Abatement Technologies, said, “Our team wanted to provide construction 

professionals with a flexible, easy to set-up and move mobile containment dustcart. The AG5000 is the 

ideal collapsable dust containment cart solution as it meets ICRA guideline requirements while also 

resolving difficulties in transportation and storage space. By comparison, a collapsed AG5000 can fit into 

the back of a flatbed truck for efficient transportation and boasts an easy on-site two-person assembly.”  

Further adding to its AIRE GUARDIAN® series, Abatement Technologies made headlines once again in 

June 2022 for its launch of the AIRE GUARDIAN® SHIELD CORE — a robust reusable modular wall system 

designed for sound attenuation to reduce construction noise and add thermal insulation in critical 

environments.  Constructed with a durable, attractive painted aluminum shell and a closed cell foam 

core, the modular wall system not only provides an amazing sound barrier, but is aesthetically pleasing 

and easy to install as well.  

“As a leader in the design and manufacturing of powerful abatement products, it is important to 

continue to provide solutions that reliably remove or help protect from harmful particulates and 
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compounds. This containment system seamlessly blends into healthcare settings and provides enhanced 

sound attenuation and thermal insulation,” Harber said.  

However, it wasn’t just new products that drove growth. In 2022, Abatement Technologies acquired 

Mississauga, Ontario-based QCSS 2000, a major sales, rental, and repair service provider of carpet 

cleaning, flood, and restoration equipment. This acquisition allowed Abatement to gain strategic access 

to the Greater Toronto Area and expand upon knowledge and experience in the restoration industry. 

Furthermore, the company opened a new location in Moncton, New Brunswick to better service 

customers on the east coast of Canada. 

 

In recognition of its dedication to customer success, Abatement Technologies shared two success stories 

of providing necessary equipment to two major regional health authorities in 2022 - The Northern 

Regional Health Authority (NHR), and Southern Health-Santé Sud (SH-SS).  

 

Brad Cudmore, Construction Officer at SH-SS, said, "Infection control has always been a top priority, and 

we really did an equipment-focused assessment when deciding what products we would purchase for 

indoor air quality and infection control purposes. We prioritized finding a vendor that offered reliable, 

full support alongside high quality products that were long lasting for everyday use." 

In 2023, Abatement Technologies plans to announce its strategic partnership with a North America-

based full-service provider of rentable temporary wall containment systems for commercial renovation 

and abatement. Leveraging Abatement Technologies for its AIRE GUARDIAN® SHIELD CORE, the 

partnership will position Abatement Technologies as the preferred vendor of modular containment wall 

systems across all of the company’s locations.  

For more information about Abatement Technologies solutions, visit www.abatement.ca. 

 

About Abatement Technologies 

Abatement Technologies is a leading manufacturer of HEPA-based air filtration and construction 

containment equipment for critical environments such as healthcare facilities, asbestos abatement and 

disaster restoration sites. Abatement Technologies also manufactures rapid deployment patient 

isolation equipment designed to convert standard patient rooms into isolation rooms for patients with 

airborne illnesses. The company currently has 12 sites across Canada and 1 in the US with products sold 

in over 50 countries around the world. For more information visit www.abatement.ca. 
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